
Jen   and 
the   Stuffies 



Grow  Your 

Phonics  Skills!
Look for CVC words with 

 

 

short e 

Try these decodable words! 
See page 15  for more. 

den 

wet 

New Vocabulary 

den: a small living 
room 

suds: soapy water 

Let’s  Read! 
Scan the QR code 

to watch a fun 2-minute 
video about the book.

https://vimeo.com/showcase/10980535


  

  

Jen and 
the Stuffies 



 

Jen     likes     stuffies     a     

lot. 

She     has     a     lot     on     

the     bed.  

Is     Jen     in     the     bed? 
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Jen gets up and 

gets set. 

Jen has jobs. 
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Jen has a job. 

"Look     at     the     den,"    

said     Jen. 

It is a mess. 
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Jen     has     a     job     with  

Viv.  

Jen     and     stuffies     like  

to     get     Viv     fed.  

"Yay!"     said     Mom.  
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Jen and stuffies get 

the pets fed. 

A     stuffie     gets     Jen 

fed. 
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"Jen, get in the tub," 

said Mom. 

Jen likes wet suds in 

the tub! 
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                "Go to bed," said Dad. 

Jen     and     stuffies     get 

in     bed. 
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Phonics Fun 

Write the words from the 
list on a piece of paper. 
With a partner, take turns 
reading the words. 

den 

15

fed get ten

Comprehension 

Who was the main 
character in the story? 

High Frequency Words 

with 

Decodable Words 

bed 
den 
fed 
get 

Jen 
pet 
set 
wet 
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Scan the QR code for a phonics lesson 
in English and Spanish 

Patents Pending 

Jen and the Stuffies 
Decodable Set: 10 
Skill: Short e CVC words 

https://vimeo.com/showcase/10980535
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